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1. Zntroduction
The expansion of the publit sector during the 20th century is a subjett
which has attracted increasing attention in social research sinte Alan
Peacock and Jack Wiseman in 1961 published their path-breaking investi-
gation, “The growth of publit expenditure in the United Kingdom” (Lon-
don 1961, 2:nd ed. 1967). Economists as well as sociologists, politital
scientists and a few economic historians have made contributions compris-
ing both empirital description and attempts at new theoretical interpreta-
tions. An early example with reference to Sweden is Erik Höök’s massive
investigation, “The expansion of the publit sector. A study of the growth of
publit civilian expenditures 1913-1958” (Uppsala 1962, in Swedish). In its
detailed and systematic description of the growth of different kinds of publit
expenditures this study is probably still unsurpassed in the international
literature.’

In 1974 a group of economic historians at the Department of Economic
History, Uppsala University, launched a project on the expansion of the
publit sector in Sweden during the 20th century. Up to now the project
-made possible by the generous assistance of the Tercentary Fund of the
Bank of Sweden (“Riksbankens Jubileumsfond”)-has turned out a num-

’ Swedish economists very early took up the study of the behaviour of the publie sector over
time. We orten forget that Knut Wicksell devoted  more than half of his celebrated “Finanz-
theoretische Untersuchungen” gena 1896) to an analysis of taxes and publit expenditures in
Sweden sinte the 16th century. Erik Lindahl in 1936 made a detailed study of taxes and
expenditures after World War 1 in Sweden and other countries (“Investigations concerning the
total tax burden in Sweden and other countries”. Government Report from the Treasury
Department, Statens Offentliga Utredningar 1936: 18, Stockholm 1936, in Swedish). More
recent survejs have been made by Daniel Tarschys, “The publit revolut ion” (Stockholm
1978, in Swedish); Lennart Waara et al., “The growth of the publit sector” (Malmö 1978, in
Swedish): and by Christer Ysander, “The growing publit economy” in the report “Choices of
the 80’s” published by the Industrial Research Institute (Stockholm 1979, in Swedish).
Many government repor t s  (“offentl iga utredningar”) have also made efforts at tracing the
overal l  growth of the publit sector over time. One recent example is “Publit activity and
regional welfare” issued by tbc Ministry of Industry, SOU 1980:6 (Stockholm 1980,  in
Swedish 1,
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ber of monographs and the writer of this summary is presently engaged in
an attempt at summarizing the findings,  extending some lines of thought
and winding up a few loose ends.’

The main purpose of the project has been to study the long-term growth
of the publit  sector with particular  emphasis on the question of general
causation. This latter  aspect  was felt to be urgent because general theories of
publit  sector growth seemed to be of two kinds: either being too narrow in
approach to qualify as general or being so general as to lack explanatory or
predictive power. Theories of displacement  effects (Peacock and Wiseman),
productivity lag in service production  (Baumol) or of output-maximizing
bureaucrats  (Niskanen) seem to fall in the first category, while general
theories of consumer’s choice  (Pigou, Samuelson) or of elass-bargaining
behaviour (Lindahl), lacking  struttural  or historital  determinants, are of
the setond  variety.3

Although some people think that the publit  sector is such a heterogenous
conglomerate of different activities (defense, police  protection,  education,

* Anders Forsman, “En teori om staten och de offentliga utgifterna” (A theory of stam and
publit  expenditure). Uppsala Studies in Economic History,  22 (Uppsala 1980); Lennnrt Waara,
“Den statliga företagssektorns expansion. Orsaker till forstatliganden i ett historiskt och
internationellt perspektiv” (The expansion of state enterprises. Causes of nationalization in a
historital and international perspective) (Stockholm 1980); Kurt Wickman, “Makro-ekonomisk
planering - orsaker och utveckling” (Matro-economic planning-causes and growth). Upp-
sala Studies in Economic History 23 (Uppsala 1980); Enrique  Rodriguez,  “Offentlig inkomstex-
pansion. En analys av drivkrafterna bakom de offentliga inkomsternas utveckling i Sverige
under 1900-talet” (The expansion of publit incomes.  An analysis of the motive fortes behind
publit  income growth in Sweden during  the 20th century)  (Uppsala 1981). These four studies
were presented as doctoral dissertations. The study by Rodriguez is at present extended back
to the middle of the 19th century by Peter Gårestad  investigating the growth of publit  incomes
1868-1913  in an independent study. The general approach of the project was presented in 1977
in a collection of essays, Bo Gustafsson, ed., “Den offentliga sektorns expansion. Teori och
metodproblem” (The expansion of the publit sector. Problems of theory and method).
Uppsala Studies in Economic History 16 (Uppsala 1977). All these studies contain short
summaries  in English. A progress report of the project is found  in Bo Gustafssson,  ed., “Post-
industrial society  (Croom-Helm London 1979),  p. 194-235. This report covers  the post-war
period. A separate study and a re-evaluation of the so-talled “revolution” of the 1930’s  was
made  in Bo Gustafsson,  “Perspektiv på den offentliga sektorn under 1930-talet” (A perspective
on the publit  sector during  the 193O’s),  a report presented at the congress  of Scandinavian
historians in Uppsala 1974 and printed in the proceedings “Kriser och krispolitik i Norden
under mellankrigstiden, Nordiska historikermötet i Uppsala 1974. Mötesrapport” (Crises and
crisis policy in Scandinavia between the Wars,  Congress of Scandinavian historians in Uppsala
1974. Proceedings) (Uppsala 1974),  p. 105-153.  In this report it was shown that the nav
ambitions concerning publit sector activity during  the 30’s mainly  remained-ambitions,
which however were realized  after World War II.
3 A Peacock-J.  Wiseman,  The growth of publit  expenditure in the United Kingdom (Princeton
1961); W. Baumol,  The macroeconomics of unbalanced growth. American Economic Review,
val.  57, June  1967; W. Nirkanen,  Bureaucracy and representative government (Chicago 1971);
A. C. Pigou,  A study in publit finante (London 1947); P. A. Samuelson,  The pure theory of
publit  expenditure, Review of economics and statistics, val. 36, November 1954; Erik Lindahl,
Die Gerechtigkeit der Besteuerung (Lund 1919).
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health services, road building, income transfers etc.) that no general expla-
nation is possible, the fatt  remains that all these activities originate from
decisions made by governments (central and lotal)  in contradistinction to
private enterprises or households. Already this fatt  supplies some kind of
unity to diversity. Setondly  certain  fundamental regularities in the interna-
tional growth of the publit  sector indicate the existence  of some underlying
tommon  causes and thus also tommon  explanatory variables. In the indus-
trialized countries of the West the expansion gets started  at the end of the
19th century,  it spurts during  the two World Wars and the depression of the
30’s and after World War II the growth has been rapid and sustained.
Even if there are marked differentes  between different countries as to
organizational set-up, structure of publit  services and growth trend the
similarities are in fatt  more striking than the differentes.  The difficulties  of
finding underlying tommon  causes are probably conditioned by three
factors:  the absente  of convincing theories of state, the lack of truly general
and elaborated theories of social development (comprising both economic,
politital,  bureaucratic and cultural-ideologital  behaviour) and the fatt  that
publit  sector growth can be understood only as an historital  phenomenon.

II. Problems of dejnition, measurement and explanation

It is by no means easy to describe, let alone to explain, the expansion of the
publit  sector in an historital  perspective. In the lirst  place  one has to define
what one means by “publit  sector”. We choose a conventional definition
including the economic activity of central, provincial and lotal  government.
But what is “activity”? One may legitimately question whether the units of
investigation are comparable  over very long periods. The harsh and repres-
sive “poor-law administration” of the late 19th and early 20th centuries
(“fattigvård”) is something quite different from the “social care”  (“social-
vård”) of the 1930’s or the “social service” (“socialtjänst”) of today. The
change of concept  is by no means only semantic.  Further one would like to
know the total “volume”  of publit  decisions concerning regulation, subsi-
dies and production  affecting the economy. But this is, of course,  not
possible. Publit  laws and regulation of production,  employment, work-
ing time, trade, marketing, money and banking  etc. are very important.
They affect the total volume of economic activity and hence also the
standard of tomparison  (e.g. GNP). But in practice one has to limit oneself
to monetary values on publit  sector activity and their physical representa-
tion in terms of goods, services and employment. As noted below we
decided to include one important aspect  of these “invisibles” of publit
activity, Le. state planning. We also decided to investigate state enterprises
(like railways, postal service etc., i.e. “statliga affärsverk” but not lotal
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government enterprises because of unsatisfactory sources) and nationalized
industries, partly because they are owned by the state and partly because
they more and more seem to follow “publit  behavioural rules” over time,
even if they like private enterprises market their goods and services. There
are also difficult  problems of delimitation and measurement as to “regular”
publit  activity, e.g. in the national accounts.*

When it comes to the tricky concept  of “expansion” you have to decide
on whether to use current or lixed prices when measuring the output of the
publit  sector compared  to total output (e.g. GNP). If you use fixed prices
you may not get any substantial expansion at all simply because the
“output” of the publit  sector really consists only of costs ofinputs, mostly
of wages; and sinte  wages (especially among the low-paid employees of the
publit  sector) have  increased faster than other prices the share of the publit
sector in gross national product  may increase in current prices, even if it
does not claim  an increasing share of physical resources. But sinte  mone-
tary costs after all are important, especially from the point of view of tax- ,
payers or publit  decision-makers, it seems reasonable to utilize current
prices when measuring the share of the publit  sector. More important for
the issue is the lack of productivity estimates of publit  service production.
This means that the growth of the publit  sector is underestimated and the
growth of the private sector is correspondingly overestimated, sinte  the
productivity gains of the publit  sector are transferred at nominal costs or
free of charge to the private one. We have  orrly  noted the problem.5

Another important and more manageable problem in this regard is the
distinction  between publit  resource utilization and publit  transfers (to
households and enterprises). Suppose you have  two nations with a publit
expenditure share of GNP amounting to 0 per cent at year tl and 100 per
cent at year t2. Assume that in one case the additional 100 per cent have
wholly consisted of transfers and in the other case wholly of publit  con-
sumption and investment. Even if both nations satisfy the same purpose
with their increased publit  sector, e.g. health care,  we would certsinly  judge
the lirst case different from the setond  one. In the lirst  case all production,
employment and even incomes  would remain in private hands, even if
incomes had made a detour through the Treasury. In the setond  case all
production,  employment and incomes  would be in a sense  publit.  You may
say that in the lirst case you have  no publit  sector at all and in the setond

* Even if a publit body produces or distributes a service it is accounted as private consump-
tio”,  if the tonsumer  essentially “commands” the service. Out-patient  care or purchases of
drugs is “private consumption” even if most of the costs are defrayed by taxes but hospital
care is “publit  consumption” although patient fees for the care may be more important.
5 Christer Ysander has made some interesting calculations on different productivity assump-
tions in the report mentioned in note 1, p. 11.
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case an all-embracing publit  sector. This distinction,  hence,  is important,
especially  as to effects  of publit  sector growth and when making internation-
al tomparisons  (vide the strong emphasis on transfers in continental  Eu-
rope). A full-fledged “state socialist ideology” may favour publit  produc-
tion more than publit  transfers.

Lastly different cases of a growing publit  share may have  a bearing both
upon causation, function and implications. When you study long-term
series of publit  sector growth you Will  lind that the share of the publit  sector
sometimes grows simply because the activity of the private sector is shrink-
ing, as in the 1930’s and the 1970’s. In other cases the share of thz
publit  sector grows seemingly because the private sector is flourishing as
was the case before World War 1 and after World War II. A case in point is
the growth of publit  road building because of the increasing private con-
sumption of cars after 1945. Although we cannot  develop this point further
it stands to reason that both causality and function of the rising share may
be different in the two cases.

Some tomments  upon the concept  of “explanation”  are not out of place
here. To some Observers the expansion of the publit  sector is after all no
particularly  interesting phenomenon at all in need of a special explanation.
To the extent that the publit  sector does not redistribute incomes,  which is
the combined  effect of an unequal distribution of incomes  and politital
democracy,  it produces services and an increasing share of services in gross
national product  is a law of modern economic development. Others would
argue that the expansion simply is an expression of the principle of division
of labour and specialization: what was handled earlier by households, clubs
or organizations are to an increasing extent handled by central or lotal
government over time. These assertions are true as far as they go but they
do not go very far. Why does the production  of services grow faster than
commodity production  and why is it taken over by government bodies?
Further, the growth of government has also other aspects,  which are not
covered by the above mentioned assertions, e.g. an increasing rate of
regulation, planning and nationalization.

1 Will  return to these questions below. In any  case we are in need of
explanations and in our project  we have  decided to explain in terms of
causes and sometimes in terms of purposes.6 We have  further experienced a
need of moving on to explanations in terms of system theory, although we
are fully aware of the problems connected therewith. Now explaining in

’ One  may think that  these  two kinds of explanations ax mutually  exclusivc (causal  a n d
teleologital  explanations). Bur i n  reality  teleologital explanations are a  sub-set o f  causal
explanations,  becausr purpose can, as Carl Hemprl has show”, be regarded as one of sevxal
antecedent conditions of the effect to be explained. Carl Hempel, Aspecrs  of scientific  explana-
tion (NOV York 1965).
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terms of causes in the ideal case necessitates a discrimination  between
conditions proper and “producing” causes and between necessary and
sufflcient causes. Such distinctions  are not always made and 1 would not
say that we have  succeeded on this point. Still the point is important, which
many studies of publit  sector growth bear  witness of. When one for example
finds a high correlation  between growth of production and growth of publit
expenses one has-at most-stated  a necessary but bardly a sufflcient
condition,  sinte  a high rate of growth of production may be utilized in vety
many different ways depending upon the structure of the economy, social
structure, politital  power relations and mobilization, dominating values  etc.
A decision on publit  expenditure is carried out by a specific administration,
it has been taken by a specific politital  body recruited from specific social
classes and in tompetition  between politital  parties  with differing value
orientations and all those levels or structures have  developed upon a specific
economic substructure generating incomes  taxed by a specific tax system. It
may wel! be that one can treat some of those conditions as constants  when
investigating short term movements of the publit  sector and very concrete
but temporary causes. As an example one may mention that Erik Höök
explains the rapid growth of the expenses for police  services in terms of very
many factors,  e.g. the rapid growth of motor traftic  and tourism (demand
for passports). In the same vein  it has been suggested that the expansion of
lotal  government after World War II can be interpreted in terms of
urbanization, changing age structure, increased participation  of women in
the labour forte,  school reforms, induced effects from rising private con-
sumption and a host of other particular  causes. This is perfectly  legitimate
when you are dealing with particular  branthes  or periods of the publit
sector. But it is not legitimate to extend this approach to the whole publit
sector or to very long periods, because then you would really not explain
very much and you may end up with a descriptive  catalogue of factors
causing tonfusion  rather than clarity.’ It is still less satisfactory to mix
factors  or causes on different leveis  of generality and put them side  by side
(e.g. urbanization and school reforms). In the ideal case one should try to
explain the long run growth of the publit  sector in terms of some few
fundamental constants  or “laws”. This is also what we have  attempted in
one part of our project  (see Forsman’s contribution  below). We have  also
tried to move  along on a “medium-brow”  level.  But 1 am fully aware of the
fatt that the optimum line of approach in successful historital  research is
one that combines  the abstract and the concrete, because we expect  not

’ Mast attempts  to correlate publit expenditure growth with different economic and politital
factors  in factor  analysis or econometric models usually  fail because they lack an underlying
general theory  and end up in commonsense conclusions  known beforehand.
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only explanation but also understanding from historital  studies.8 Peacock
and Wiseman have  recently  noted that a comprehensive intellectual con-
struct  that embraces all relevant elements is still lacking.  Our project  is
intended as a very modest attempt at clearing a part of the ground for such a
construct.

II 1. State enterprises

We have  studied four important aspecrs of publit  sector growth in Sweden
during the 20th century  and its causes: the growth of state enterprises,
publit  expenditure, publit  incomes  and state planning. In the monograph
on the development of state enterprises by Lennart Waara (see note 2, p.
12) state enterprises are defined as enterprises predominantly owned by the
state mainly producing goods and services at full-cost prices.  These enter-
prises are studied mainly with reference to Sweden but also in a compara-
tive perspective, although the varying definitions of state enterprise cause
some troubles.g  It is found that the group of state enterprises formally
speaking grows by (1) nationalization of private enterprises, (2) establish-
ment of new state enterprises, (3) transfer of enterprises under lotal  govern-
ment to central government, and (4) transformation of certain  forms of
publit  administration to “pure”  state enterprises.

In one recent  authoritative survey of state enterprise by Pryor it is
maintained that nationalization of industries has occurred  “for a variety of
politital  and historital  reasons that  have  little to do with any alleged
underlying economic fortes”.]’ Sinte  the scope of Waara’s investigation is
so Wide-e.g.  he studies every case of nationalization in Sweden-and sinte
he has devoted  particular  attention to the operation of economic factors  his
conclusions are, of course,  only tentative. But as far as they go they seem to
indicate that Pryor’s assertion is far too strong.

Waara begins by stating eleven hypotheses on the causes of nationaliza-
tion found in the international literature and he groups these hypotheses in
three classes:  1) Imperfections of the economic system partly conditioned by
more ambitious goals for economic policy, 2) External causes and 3)
Remaining causes. In the first group he distinguishes live  separate hypo-

* Sinte some important factors sometimes disappear and new ones emerge and identical
factors vary in relative importante during different periods it is also difficult to devise one
single historial “model”.
’ Publit enterprise, publit torporation, government enterprise, nationalized industries and
state enterprises art sometimes used alternately, although the term government enterprise
usually refers to a form of publie en te rpr i se  closely related to publit adminis t ra t ion ,  while
publit torporation is a specilic British variety of state enterprise.
” F. Prvor, Property a n d  i n d u s t r i a l  organization in communist a n d  c a p i t a l i s t  n a t i o n s
(Bloomiigton/London 1973), p. 37.

2-832434 Hum. Vet.-Samf. Årsbok
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theses connected with the scale of investment, the relative importante  of
research and development, economic crises and depressions, stagnating
regions and struttural crises in particular industries respectively. In the
setond group he lists wars and socialist ideology and in the third group a
nu11  hypothesis, the leve1 of economic development, natural monopolies and
positive and negative externalities respectively. On the basis of the different
hypotheses various predictions are formulated and tentatively tested. If for
example the scale of investment is a condition of nationalization we would
expect to find that industries requiring large capita1 investments are nation-
alized more frequently than other industries.

When studying the’international development of state enterprises Waara
distinguishes three stages from the 19th century on. During the nineteenth
century most state enterprises are to be found in infrastruttural activities
like the railway, postal, telegraph and telephone services, although the
postal services often were established much earlier. These activities were
often started as private enterprises but were taken over in periods of
linantial crisis or with reference to different social or national interests. In
this period, as well as later, fistal motives sometimes played a role, sinte
income from new state enterprises was an alternative to a polititally
unpopular increased taxation.

During the 19th century some instances of nationalization of regular
industries like salt and coal production occurred. But in the main this type
of nationalization belongs to the period between the two World Wars. This
period marked the decisive break-through of state enterprise in the industri-
alized countries. Joint-stock companies with the state as an important or
dominant share-holder became more and more important. Now also indus-
tries like mining and steel or more special industries serving specific state
needs were nationalized, often in connection with the wars, or because of
listal motives. At the same time the infrastruttural activities of the state
were broadened to include energy production, broadcasting and air traffic.
Two features during this period are of particular importante.  In the tirst
place the two World Wars and the economic crisis of the 30’s induced a
distinctive “displacement effect” à la Peacock and Wiseman with a marked
increase of state enterprises in all countries. Setondly state-controlled hold-
ing companies were established to coordinate the growing state sector, in
Germany 1923 (VIAG) and in Italy 1933 (IRI). The social and politital
upheavals after the first World War, e.g. the Russian revolution in 1917,
and the rise to prominente  of socialist parties probably also made the
acceptante of increasing nationalization easier, although it is difficult to
determine the precise influence of this factor.

After World War II a third stage is discernible both quantitatively and
qualitatively. Now the emphasis in nationalization was not only on basic
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industries like energy, mining and steel but also on enterprises in manufac-
turing industries and banking  with central importante  for the economy. A
new feature was the establishment of state enterprises in technologically
advanced industries like nuclear energy. Also holding companies to coordi-
nate the activity of the diverse nationalized enterprises were now more
tommon  and in some cases even state-owned multinationals entered the
scene (aviation, nuclear and space  industries). Even if the state, now as well
as earlier, took over bankrupt private enterprises it also got a foothold in
growth industries and the nationalized industries tended to be utilized as an
instrument of economic policy. During  the economic difftculties of the 70’s a
new “displacement effect” is found in most countries.

Before this displacement effect occurred state enterprises in Western
Europe as a rule made up 5-10 per cent of total employment and 10-20 per
cent of total fixed capita1 formation with countries like Italy (almost 50 per
cent of total fixed capita1 formation) and Austria and France  (14 and 12 per
cent respectively of total employment) in the lead. As a rule state enter-
prises are mainly concentrated in transport and communication (account-
ing for almost 60 per cent of the employment in state enterprises), energy
(20 per cent) and industry (13 per cent) with banking,  trade and services
accounting for the remainder.

Sweden, like Britain,  in this respect  falls in the middle range and follows
the general pattern  of the growing state sector. With the exception of the
postal service, which was established as early as in 1620 to meet the needs of
the state in the lield ofinformation and later was transformed into a fistal
instrument and, during the industrial revolution into a typical  infrastruc-
tural activity for the growing capitalist market economy, most Swedish
government enterprises proper (“affärsverk”)-the railway, telegraph, tele-
phone etc. services-were established during and after the industrial revo-
lution. The most important conditions-and this applies particularly  to the
rai lway service-seem to have  been the large scale of investment, the
associated high risks with a consequent uncertain or low rate of private
return, the strong element of “natural monopoly” involved and probably
also  anticipations  of efficiency  gains from an integrated organization. To
this extent state activity in these cases may be interpreted as an effect of
“market  failure”, although functionally the state enterprises were intended
to serve the growing market. Of course also listal  motives played a part,
although they should not be overestimated. Government revenues from the
railways grew rapidly during the latter  part of the 19th century  but so did
the servicing of the state loans for building the railways.

When it comes to state enterprises proper-stam-owned joint-stock com-
panies-the lirst wave occurred before, during and after the first World
War and the motives seem mainly to havt been listal,  sinte  publit  expendi-
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tures rose rapidly because of the reorganization of the arrny and the new
social services. After  the war the bank crash  of 1922 motivated the estab-
lishment of a state bank (Kreditkassan AB), which took over rather exten-
sive banking  interests in the steel industry. But after some years the shares
were sold cheaply  to the private banks and only the losses  remained
nationalized. In this regard the behaviour of the Swedish government
sharply tontrasts  to that of the Italian  government, which utilized the IRI
to start a long run engagement in industry. Also the Swedish Social Demo-
crats  showed  mainly a rethoric  interest  in nationalization. Their committee
on nationalization (Socialiseringskommissionen) 1920 only produced re-
ports partly to keep the left wing of the party quiet and was finally dissolved
in 1935.

When the Social Democrats  tame  to power in 1932 there was a strong
minority for making nationalization the foundation of its economic policy
and a motion of this purport was defeated with a narrow margin at the
party congress of 1932. Instead keynesian economic policy became the
dominant line of action. This probably explains why the 30’s did not
witness any particularly  extensive wave of nationalization in Sweden with
the exception of those state enterprises which were founded to support
private industries and the railway service. The trend continued during the
setond  World War, when the war situation and the take-over of private
railways induced the establishment of about fifteen state enterprises. The
most interesting of those was the foundation of a steel enterprise in northern
Sweden (Norrbottens Järnverk AB), although the motives in this case were
various (the war situation, regional unemployment and an inclination  to
process some of the iron ore exported).

After the war and particularly  during the 60’s and 70’s the Swedish
state-owned enterprise sector  expanded considerably. A state bank was
established in 1950 (Sveriges Kreditbank) to take over some minor func-
tions of the Bank of Sweden, to give credits  to agriculture and the building
industry and to balante  the rather concentrated private banking  sector.
During  the 60’s more than twenty state enterprises were founded mainly
because of market failures or in order to speed up investment and innova-
tion activity in the private sector  or simply to reorganize the economic
activity on more businesslike lines. The most interesting cases are, firstly,
the foundation of new banking  institutions like the Swedish Investment
Bank (Sveriges Investeringsbank AB, 1967) mainly for large and long-term
investments and for exports. The irony of the case is that the state thereby
induced a further expansion in shipbuilding and steel, which the private
credit  institutions were hesitant about, with the result that the collapse of
those industries in the 70’s was intensified and the commitments of the state
increased still more. Setondly  the first signs of the struttural  crisis in
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shipbuilding led to the take-over already in 1963 of a rather big enterprise
(Uddevallavarvet) to avoid widespread lotal  unemployment. Thirdly the
state went into a joint venture with the Swedish General Electric Company
(ASEA) in the field of nuclear energy and established also some companies
to develop new technology.

As a whole Swedish state enterprises grew more rapidly during the 60’s

than ever before. It has been held that this “offensive” was propelled by the
new emphasis on socialist solutions to economic problems in the ranks of
the ruling Social Democratic Party. It is quite clear that a socialist ideology
may be a contributory factor  in explaining waves of nationalization, sinte
socialist ideology does not function  as a brake on nationalization but on the
contrary often may direct  thinking towards nationalization as a solution to
certain  kinds of economic problems. But in the lirst place  nationalization is
only one of several socialist policy instruments as e.g. the experiences of the
30’s showed.  Setondly  socialist ideology seems to be neither a necessary
nor a sufficient  condition  for nationalization as witnessed by the 7O’s,
when the scale  of nationalization in Swedish industry was even larger than
in the 60’s and it was carried out by a liberal/bourgeois  government. Of
course,  there was a strong Social Democratic party in minority position and
the new government had to show the voters its ability to protect  employ-
ment opportunities even more than the Social Democrats  in order to avoid
defeat for another fifty years in the next election.  Still large-scale national-
ization by non-socialist governments is no Swedish peculiarity as e.g. the
French  and the Italian cases testify to. In any case another twenty enter-
prises or more were taken over or reconstructed by the state and most of
these nationalizations occurred  in trades severely hit by the economic crisis
of the 70’s: shipbuilding, steel and textile industries. Thereby the state
took over the commanding heights in these trades. The nationalizations
were made with reference to the need of protecting  employment opportuni-
ties, to reconstruct the trades concerned or to wind them up in a manner
and at a rate that made the liquidation as mild as possible for the employ-
ees. In a sense all those take-overs therefore were “defensive” and were
made against  the background  of the economic difficulties,  the only excep-
tion being the establishment of a joint venture in the computer industry
(Datasaab) in order to match the big multinationals in the field  and
Streamline the industry to the specitic  needs of Swedish industry.

Waara has also investigated some specilic  traits of the Swedish state
sector sinte  1950. The share of state enterprises of total state gross invest-
ments in 75-60 per cent and the trend is decreasing rather than increasing
up to the middle of the 70’s. Their share of total gross investments (both
private and publit)  has fluctuated around 10 per cent. The number of
employed in state enterprises was practically unchanged from 1950 up to
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1970 (ca. 200000),  making up 6 per cent of total employment in the
country. But this stagnation of employment hid two contradictory trends: a
declining employment in government enterprises (affärsverk) and a rising
employment in joint-stock enterprises. During  the 70’s employment in
state-owned joint-stock companies increased rapidly. While these enter-
prises employed only 30000 people in 1950 the ligure reached  115 000 by
1976 and is now still higher. As a matter  of fatt  state-owned industrial
enterprises represent at present the biggest sector among state enterprises
and Sweden internationally ranks number one in this respect.  The state
enterprises are large and concentrated to infrastructure like energy, trans-
port and communication and to traditionally Swedish basic  industries like
mining, forestry, steel and shipbuilding industries but also banking  and
textile trades have  a strong representation.

When summing up the investigation and trying to test his hypotheses on
the causes of the expansion of state enterprises internationally as well as in
Sweden Waara linds two of the hypotheses falsilied,  viz. that no general
causes are implied and that socialist ideology plays a prominent role (even
if it may be a “hidden variable” or may furnish arguments for nationaliza-
tions). On the contrary most other hypotheses seem to lind some degree of
conlirmation. In thejrst  place the existence  of natural monopolies and, more
generally, an increasing scale  of investment with negative consequences for
risk-taking and anticipated returns seem to condition  nationalizations.
Setondly  struttural  crises in a trade also make nationalization highly prob-
able given strong vested interests in protecting  employment and in “nation-
alizing” the losses of the private owners. There are also other conditions
operating like “merit development” of new technology and regional stagna-
tion. In a very general sense one may therefore look upon nationalizations
during the 20th century  as caused  by “market failure” in combination with
social and politital  mobilization and more and more ambitious goals for
economic policy caused  thereby. Thirdly  these market failures are mostly
activated during periods of economic crises or war, whereby a distinct
displacement  effect takes place  as Peacock and Wiseman found. Hence
crisis should not be regarded per se as ultimate  causes but rather as events
triggering off underlying struttural  fortes.  In the last instant nationaliza-
tions, of course,  are not caused  by market failures  per se but are rather
conditioned by them. If people and governments would accept them and
continued to trust “the natural healing fortes” of the market system, the
extent of nationalizations would be more limited.  In a sense  the increasing
degree of nationalization is, thus, like the expanding publit  sector as a
whole, an aspect  of the rise and development of the modern welfare state.
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Fig. 1. Publit  expenditures by function 1913-1974.

IV. Publit expenditure

In two ather monographs, “A theory of state and publit  expenditures” by
Anders Forsman and “The expansion of publit  incomes”  by Enrique
Rodriguez (see note 2, p. 12), the long-run  development of publit  expendi-
ture and income respectively are investigated. Both attempt to explain the
general causes of publit  expenditure and income growth but they utilize
quite different approaches.  The monograph by Forsman develops a very
general dynamit  system theory, while Rodriguez presents rather a histoire
raisonnP’of  the structure and development of Swedish taxes during the 20th
century.

Forsman to begin with extends Höök’s investigation (see p, 11) from
1958 up to 1974. While gross national product  increases by a multiple of 60
in current prices  from 1913 to 1974, total publit  expenditure increases by a
multiple of 300. As a consequence the share of publit  expenditurc in gross
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national product  increases from 10 per cent 1913 to 17 per cent 1934, 26 per
cent 1954 and 51 per cent 1974 (in 1980 the share was well over 60 per
cent). Two features in the long-run devclopment are of interest. In thr first
place the share increases more or less at a constant  rate of increase up to the
1950’s and thereafter it displays an accelerated increase. Although the
publit  revolution is going on during the whole 20th century it has thus
gained momentum after World LYar  II. Setondly  there are  some minor
displacement effects during wars and crises. But they do no affect the trend
of the rising share and they have  quite different causes. During  the econom-
ic crises of 1920/22  and 1931/33  (and also during the 70’s) the share does
not increase because of increasing publit  expenditure but because of a
decreasing GNP. During  World War 1 the increasing publit  expenditures is
off-set by a strongly increasing GNP. Only during World War II there is a
pure displacement effect in so far as the increase of publit  expenditure
deviates from the trend, while GNP continues its trend.

In figure 1 the development of different functional shares are charted.  It
is remarkable that the share of education does not increase over time, while
the share of defense expenditure falls. Only social insurance and social
care and to some extent also health care  increase their share of total publit
expenditure. Clearly expenses for social insurance have  been the most
important element in the publit  revolution in Sweden. This fatt is also
mirrored in the long-run increase of transfers compared  to publit  consump-
tion. In 1913 transfers accounted for only 18 per cent of total publit  civilian
expenditure, while publit  consumption made up 66 per cent. In 1974 the
respective shares were both 43 per cent. (In 1980 transfers accounted for ca
50 per cent). The share of publit  investment has remained rather stable  at
about 15 per cent of total civilian  expenditure. This increase of the role of
transfers is explained mainly by the extension of the social security system.

The distribution of publit  expenditure between central and lotal  govern-
ment remained roughly 50:50  during the whole period although with some
variations. However, grants from central to lotal  government grew in
importante.  In 1913 grants from central government made up 10 per cent of
the expenditure of lotal  government, while the share in 1974 had increased
to about 25 per cent. This tendency is of course  related to the decision-
making of central government with reference to lotal  government, and the
ambitions of central government to stimulate certain  kinds of lotal  govern-
ment activity but also to demands  from lotal  governments to redistribute
tax burdens more equally between them.

When attempting to explain the general features of this development
Forsman takes Sweden as an example of the publit  revolution during the
20th century. He begins with a critique of standard general explanations of
publit  sector  development. He linds that the problem is that either they are
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explanations though really not general or they are general though not
proper explanations. Changes in the demographic structure-the propor-
tion of the non-active population (children and aged)-can  account for a
very  limited part of the expansion. The same applies to the assumed
productivity lag in (publit)  service production, which may account for
half of the expenditure increase of publit  services even on the strong
assumption that no productivity increase occurred  in the production of
them. But sinte  this explanation has nothing to say of transfers nor of
demand and leaves  out the politital  leve1 it is really not general at all, even
if it may form a part of a general explanation. As already hinted at it is not
possible to detect any proper displacement effect (Peacock-Wiseman) in
Swedish publit  expenditure series with the exception of the development
during World War II. The dominant pattern  is one of continuous growth
and this applies also to most industrial countries after World War II.
Further it is found that the so-talled displacement effect describes a pattern
than rather furnishes any real explanation, sinte  in order to be operative it
depends upon an assumed change  of “the climate  of opinion” during the
20th century.  Peacock and Wiseman are fully aware of the fatt that a
displacement factor  (as Jessen showed  already in 1944) operated  for centur-
ies because of wars and they think that it was counterbalanced by “a desire
for retrenchment”.  On their own premises the interesting point, hence,  is
why “the climate  of opinion changed” during the 20th century  and this is
nothing but the very starting point for an explanation.

Those explanations which are framed in terms of an “income elasticity”
of  “demand” >1 for publit  services are only descriptive  and possess
therefore no explanatory power, sinte  they do not show why demand for
publit  services should increase faster than income. Also they are based on
very shaky foundations, sinte  the aggregate of publit  expenditure is very
heterogenous and the demand concept  applied to a complicated voting
-budgetary-administrative process is more than dubious. Hence  those
measurements refer rather to “the elasticity  of total publit  expenditure with
regard to gross national product” and this concept  once again only states
the problem to be explained.

The different welfare theories of publit  expenditure growth have  a strong
point in so far as they relate publit  expenditure to the needs or the
preferences of individuals. But sinte  the preferences for publit  expendi-
tures seem to have  changed and increased over time and moreover some of
the “needs”  involved refer to economic and institutional structures rather
than to individuals, the “pure”  welfare approach seems to be too limited.
Why did people or governments spend most on defense, administration and
law and order in the beginning of the century  but most on social security
and health care  some 60 years later.2 And why did publit  expenditure
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account for about 10 per cent 60 years ago  but 50 per cent of GNP or more
at present? Why have  the working classes but not the capitalists pressed for
increased publit  expenditure? Evidently we need a theory which is not only
economic but also social and moreover dynamit  and historital.  There does
not exist any such theory so it has to be constructed.

Sinte  the phenomenon of publit  sector expansion is general and specific
for 20th century  industrial society it is reasonable to frame the explanation
in terms of general and fundamental fortes  governing the development of
that society. To begin with we need a theory of the state, sinte  decisions  on
the publit  sector are taken by central and/or  lotal  government. It is
assumed by Forsman that the fundamental function  of the state is to
safeguard the stability of the social system but also to be an agent of the
different social classes of the system. Of course,  the state also safeguards the
interests of the administrators of that machine  but this aspect,  though
important, is of secondary importante.  The stability of the social system is
preserved in so far as the fundamental “needs” of its social classes are taken
care of. The dominating social classes are assumed to be on the one hand
capitalists or the business community and on the other hand wage-earners.
The fundamental behavioural law of the business community is profit
maximization and that of the wage-earning elass is welfare maximization.
The relationship between those two behavioural laws is contradictory: on
the one hand they are dependent upon each other (profit maximization
entails private accumulation  and economic growth) and on the other hand
they are opposed to each  other (sinte  the strivings of the wage-earning elass
for equality and security clash with and restritt  the domain of profit
maximization). The complicated inter-play  between these two behavioural
laws are reflected in the behaviour of the state.

This structure was established  with the establishment of capitalist indus-
trial society. The development of this society is ultimately propelled by the
two behavioural laws of its fundamental classes. But the law of profit
maximization gives rise to changes  in the economic structure which tend to
undermine the operation of that very law. These changes are connected
with the rising scale  ofiinvestment,  long-run decline of prolitability,  concen-
tration of property, urbanization, increased inter-dependence  of economic
units because of progressive division of labour, enlargement of the wage-
earning elass, etc., and they are expressed in market failures and negative
externalities calling  forth publit  production  of certain  services. These publit
and social services are necessary for the functioning of the social system but
are not taken care  of by the business community because of low profitabil-
ity, high risk or vaguely delimited property  rights. They serve the needs of
the business community (like infrastructure) as well as those of the working
classes (like social care).
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But not ortly  the law of profit maximization but also the law of welfare
maximization expands the publit  sector. It is held that the wage-earning
classes, because of the wealth produced by the operation of the law of profit
maximization, for the first time in history can have  their welfare needs of
social security, equality and self-fulllilment satished. The law of profit
maximization has effected that the working classes have  grown into a
majority of the population and by their politital  organization and mobiliza-
tion they have  been able to influence the decisions  of the state more and
more. Because the wage-earning classes do not have  access to the means of
production but have  access to the state due to their number and politital
mobilization, they have  to utilize politital  power to further their interests
and needs. A new mode of production increasingly serving the needs and
aspirations of the wage-earning classes is growing beside or is superim-
posed on the capitalist market system. This new mode of production
(characterized by direct  production for needs, central planning and income
redistribution) is precisely the expanding publit  sector. Hitherto the two
modes of production have  been able to live in a kind of symbiosis deter-
mined by the capacity  of the capitalist market system, due to its growth
potential, to sustain the growing publit  service production. But sinte  the
expansion of the publit  sector progressively undermines the resource base
of the private sector-primarily its supply of labour power-, the relation-
ship between the two sectors  sooner or later Will  be transformed from a
symbiosis into a host-parasite relationship. But this is by no means certain,
sinte  the private sector also is more and more dependent upon the publit
sector as a market and as a supplier  of infrastructure, human capital,  risk
capital,  subventions etc. Forsman notes that publit  production-if we
disregard state enterprises-is limited to fields  of minor direct  importante
to the business community like care  and education and that the income
redistribution has mainly taken place  inside the wage-earning classes, not
between them and the business community. And the more the business
community can maintain its specilic  dynamits  and develop the productive
fortes,  the more the system as a whole Will  be able to adopt to the growing
publit  sector. But if it cannot  the mixed private-collective system Will  be
transformed into a predominantly collective system.

This is a very simplifred  summary of Forsman’s rather complex  general
theory of the expanding publit  sector. Still this theory is perhaps more a
frame for analysis rather than a ready-made model although largely
couched  in symbolic  terms. But it seems to me that it possesses certain
favourable properties that could be further developed. In the Iirst place  it is
“holistic” in the sense that it tries to anchor  the explanation of  the
considered phenomenon in the combined  operation of different levels of-the
social structure and its development over time. Any reliable explanation of
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the expansion of the publit  sector must account for the fatt that its driving
fortes have to be located both in the politital,  the economic, the administra-
tive and the ideologital  (cultural)  structure, and in their complex  interrela-
tions and development over time. 1 doubt if this or any general social theory
Will  ever be able to explain and still less to predict anything but the general
course of development. It may be formulated more rigorously, it surely can
be worked out and expanded in different directions and it can also be
applied to concrete historital  research. On this research is still going on in
our project.

Forsman himself concludes his investigation by giving a bold and admit-
tedly very shorthand empirital  perspective on his theory by characterizing
four different stages in the development of the Swedish “system” during  the
last 100 years. From the late 19th century up to the beginning of the 20th
century the .development  of the private capitalist market system induced
mainly general publit  infrastructure like railways and telegraph services
and a minimum of legislation on industry and trade. From the beginning of
the 20th century up to the 1930’s there was a more rapid expansion of
infrastructure (urbanization, road-building etc.) and at the same time poor
law and educational and health services were expanded and adjusted to the
new industrial system. This continued during  the third stage up to the
195O’s,  when the working elass got access to government through the Social
Democratic party and the modern welfare state was mapped  out. The
phenomenal economic growth from the 1950’s on and the rise to final
prominente  of the wage-earning classes (including the growing strata of
whitecollar workers)-partly because of the acceptante  of their demands
also by the liberal politital  parties-made possible the large-scale expan-
sion of the publit  sector during  this fourth stage, when the social insurance
system was almost wholly completed, the mass educational system intro-
duced and the health services were built up on new foundations. These four
stages are illustrated with a table showing the share of publit  employment
in total employment and the share of publit  transfers in GNP respectively:*

Year

The share of publit The share of
employment in publit  transfers
total employment (%) in GNP (%)

1913/14 4.7 1.5
1928130 5.5 3.3
1952/54 10.0 8.8
1972174 24.0 20.0

* These stages are also noted in the other studies of the project. In a recent study by Hügh
Hetlo which reached me at the time of writing this summary a similar  observation is made  oo
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V. Pub& income

In Forsman’s explanation of publit  expenditure growth the propelling
fortes  of the system are to be found on the demand side, although a
distinction  between supply and demand  factors  may be difftcult  in a general
system theory. At any given leve1 of economic development and need
structure and the corresponding power balante  between the social classes,
production  generates the publit  incomes necessary to defray the necessary
publit  expenditure. This simplifred approach is not determined by per se
the model but by the simple fatt  that the causes of publit  income growth are
specifically  treated  by Enrique Rodriguez’ study on publit  income growth.
(See note 2, p. 12). Rodriguez aims at giving a general explanation of the
development of the leve1 as well as of the structure of publit  incomes. Sinte
publit  income growth to a very  large extent is determined by publit
expenditure growth Rodriguez refers to Forsman’s general explanation
without repeating his specific  arguments.

Hence  it is not remarkable that also Rodriguez detects a development of
publit  income during the 20th century  by stages. During  the period
1900-1930 the share of publit  income in GNP increases from 10 to 15 per
cent. This period corresponds to the break-through of progressive taxation.
Between 1930 and 1960 the publit  income share increases to almost 30 per
cent because of a strong parallell growth of indirect  taxes, the progressive
state income tax and the general proportional government lotal  tax. From
1960 to 1975 the publit  income share is shifted upwards to 47 per cent as a
result of the combined  growth of the preceding tax forms and the still more
rapidly developing social security contributions.  Through this development
Sweden has been transformed from a low-tax to a high-tax country. As late
as in 1950 the tax share in Sweden (as well as in Denmark)  was a moderate
20 per cent, while the main West European states hit by the war had a tax
share of 30 per cent or more (Great Britain  33 per cent). But while the tax
share in those countries increased only slowly, it has more than doubled in
Sweden (as well as in Denmark  and Norway). Sweden’s escape  from the
two world wars hence  left a wide margin for a more rapid construction of
the welfare state. A further noteworthy fatt  is the stagnating tax share
during the 192O’s,  the only period in modern Swedish tax history when

“stages of welfare”:  a period of experimentation (1870’s to 192O’s),  a period of consolidation
(1930’s to 1940’s) and a period of expansion (1950’s to 1960’s). Hetlo thinks that the 1970’ies
have  started a period of reformulation. Hugh Hetlo, Towards  a nav  welfare state? in P.
Flora-A. J. Heidenheimer, The dwelopment of welfare  states in Europe and America  (New
Brunswick  1981).
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Fig. 2. The structure and development of taxes in Sweden 1907-1975. Per cent of GNP.
Note: 1 = indirect taxes. DL = direct 104 income tax (proportional). DS = direct state income

tax (progressive). C = Company tax. S = social security  contributions.

taxes were lowered. The development of the tax structure over time is
depicted in figure 2.

The explanation of this development is couched  in terms of a rather
complicated set of causal  factors  on different levels of the social structure
which change  over time. The complications arise from the fatt that  the tax
system acquires new functions  the larger its share of total income becomes
and also because tax resistance  makes the question of the “visibility” of
taxes gradually more important. In the beginning of the century  the only
function of the tax system was to defray publit  expenses (the expenditure
function). The publit  sector  was simply too small to be used as an extensive
instrument for economic policy. But due to the growing tax share this was
made possible from the 1930’s on, when the stabilizing function was added.
The labour movement emerged strengthened from World War II and now
used the tax system in a deliberate attempt  to redistribute  incomes  (the
distributive function). And after the war the effects of the tax system not
only on stability but also on growth has added another new dimension to
decisionmaking concerning taxes (the growth function).

The question of the “visibility” of the tax system is closely connected
with the problem of the tax base. It is asserted that  taxation over time tends
to be directed towards “invisible” sources of taxation in order to avoid
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increasing tax resistance. This does not orrly  imply that the collection of
taxes gradually moves closer and closer to the tax source and that the tax-
payer gradually looses sight of the tax burden.  More important: taxation is
directed towards more elastic  and productive  sources of publit  income like
consumption, wages etc. This also implies that the factors determining the
leve1 of taxation to a certain  extent is related also to the structure of taxes.

On a general leve1 it is found that the leve1 and the structure of the tax
system are conditioned by (1)  the secular growing demand for publit
services, (2) the growth and struttural  transformation of the economy, (3)
the gradual transformation of the politital  power structure, and (4) dis-
placement effects triggered off by wars and economic crises.

At the beginning of the 20th century  the tax system was restricted and
inelastic. During  the course  of the 19th century  the property-owning classes
had succeeded in placing  the burden  of taxation on the poor classes.  Publit
income consisted mainly of import duties,  property  taxes and specilic
purchase  taxes. The origin of this tax structure is at present investigated by
Peter Gårestad, also at the Department of Economic History, Uppsala
University. The Swedish tax system was very backward  in the 19th century
although great struttural  reforms mainly beneliting  the rising peasant elass
were introduced-at the expense of the simultaneously growing labouring
classes.

This structure was dissolved by three important factors. In the lirst  place
the rapid industrialization and urbanization monetarized the economy,
whereby new income sources like wages and profits developed. Setondly  a
rapidly growing working elass talled  for social security and equity. Thirdly
the international re-armament before World War 1 affected Sweden with its
old-fashioned national defense. These factors forced the introduction  of a
progressive state-income tax in 1902 which was expanded in 1910. This
period thus witnessed in Sweden the same quest for “defense and social
reforms” which characterized contemporary Western European tax history.
The tax reform was carried through by conservative  governments and the
rate of progression was very moderate. This probably explains why it was
widely  accepted, although a perceptive member of the conservative First
Chamber pointed out that the new tax principle would easily tempt “a
radieal  Setond  Chamber continuously to tighten the tax screw”.

The outbreak of World War 1 necessitated new war taxes and additional
taxes on income and wealth. After the war a new and important standard
pattern  was introduced in so far as the tax increases during the war were embodied
in the pre-war tax system. Furthermore the tax-scales  were madeJexible. Before this
reform (19 19) the law had lixed the tax-share at all levels of income and
hence increasing listal  needs necessitated decisions  on additional taxes. But
now it was decided that the law should only fix a basic tax amount at every
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leve1  of income and it was left to the pardiament to decide on the necessary
percentage  of this to be levied.  Thereby impopular extra taxes were avoided
and the elasticity of the tax system was increased.

This reform had been made possible in the radicalized after-math of the
war by the efforts of a liberal-labour government. But the 20’s witnessed a
politital  back-lash and a stiff resistance  to tax increases from both liberal
and conservative  parties.  However, the economic crisis of the 1930’s
induced new tax increases because publit  incomes  declined with declining
employment, while the same factor  conditioned increasing publit  expendi-
tures. A new tax on income and wealth was introduced by the then
liberal government in the lirst  phase of the crisis (1932) and the new social-
democratic government successively increased the regular tax on income
and wealth. Also indirect  taxes were raised. At the moment of their intro-
duction all these new taxes were declared  to be temporary and conditioned
by the difhcult  economic situation. But exactly  as after the First World War
the new leve1 of taxation remained and was embodied in a new and
important tax reform (1938), which introduced still more elastic  tax-scales
on income and wealth with a higher rate of progression. At the same time
the taxation ofjoint-stock companies was reformed in order to consolidate
business enterprises and make investment expansion easier. The progres-
sive taxation of profits was replaced by a proportional tax, large write-offs of
business capita1 were made possible and a system of state-controlled invest-
ment funds was introduced (1939). The result was a tax system which
combined  increased possibilities of tax expansion with an increased degree
of equity, while at the same time being extremely favourable to business
growth. The tax reform thus was an adequate expression of the grand
strategy of the Social Democratic Party: to make social reforms possible
through capitalist growth.

The period of the Setond  World War displays the established pattern
with tax increases and new war taxes. But after the war it was felt that the
tax burden was too heavy and a tax reform was decided by the parliament
in 1947. Thereby the tax burden  on low income earners was lowered while
it was increased for high income earners. But sinte  publit  expenditure
jumped because of new social reforms (pensions, family allowances etc.) the
elasticity of the income tax was further extended. In the reform of 1938 the
tax had been split up into two parts: a flexible basic  tax and a tixed  but
strongly progressive additional tax. Now the whole income tax was made
flexible and at the same time it was collected directly  from the employer
(“tax at the source”).

The income tax reform of 1947 had a marked redistributive aim ex-
plained by the politital  radicalization in the wake of the Setond  World
War. Still it represents a continuation of the policies of the 1930’s rather
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than the new system of taxation which developed later. When incomes and
prices began spiralling after the war the gross tax burden  increased visibly.
At the same time economic growth made fundamental social reforms
possible and such reforms were introduced in the 1950’s (Health Insur-
ante  Att  of 1955 and Pension Insurance Att  of 1959). But in spite of the
automatic  tax increases made possible by income growth and inflation the
scope of the reforms exceeded the frontiers of the income tax. A deliberate
and extensive increase of the income tax was impossible, partly because it
was assumed that this would have  dramatically  increased tax resistance  and
partly because it was felt that social insurance to some extent (and at least
formally) should be iinanced  by individual contributions. At the same time
full-capacity growth gave rise to inflationary tendencies and hence to a need
for an effective instrument for controlling demand.  All this pointed in the
direction  of new sources of taxation and these were also found. The role of
social security contributions was vastly increased and a general sales tax on
consumption was introduced in 1960 and after successive increases replaced
by a value-added tax in 1969. The negative effects on distribution of income
were  consciously compensated for by increased income transfers.

This system of taxation would probably have allowed a continuous
expansion during the 1970’s had it not been for the combined  effect of the
spiralling inflation and the growth crisis.  The inflation radieally  increased
the rate of progression of the income tax thereby propelling the price-wage
spiral. Temporary solutions were found, to begin with by revising the scales
of the income tax and by “social contracts”  between government, opposi-
tion and trade unions. The lowering of the income tax was neutralized by
increased pay-roll taxes with uncertain incidente.  But when the growth
crisis after 1975 hit the Swedish economy this method, too, seemed difficult,
especially  to the new bourgeois government which took over in 1976. Social
security contributions had increased from 13 to 35 per cent of the total wage
cost from the beginning of the 1970’s up to 1977. The new government
choose to abolish the general pay-roll tax and indexed the income tax. At
the same time the value-added tax was strongly increased. And with these
additions the Swedish tax system drifted into the 1980’s. The investiga-
tion by Rodriguez ends with a forecast that in the future some kind of a tax
on production  Will  become the future basis of the tax system and this
forecast  has also been confirmed  by politital  decisions  that have recently
been taken.

Although the general causes determining the development of the leve1
and structure of taxes during  the 20th century  thus are rather complicated,
it seems  fair to conclude that the increase of the leve1 of taxation ultimately
has been determined by the rate of growth of the economy and of publit
expenditures as well as by the struttural  transformation of the economy,
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which has continuously broadened the tax base (wage income, consump-
tion). There has been a consistent search for a broader  tax base and the tax
system has been constructed so as to increase its elasticity. At the same time
the politital  power relations and their change over time have played a role,
too .  The wage-earning classes and their politital  parties  have gained
strength during  the course  of the 20th century  and they have not hesitated
to raise the leve1 of taxation to make the expansion of publit  services
possible. To begin  with they also used the tax system as the main lever to
redistribute incomes  by means of progressive taxation. But after World War
II, when the system of taxation could generate  a sullicient volume of publit
income by extended indirect  and proportional taxes, the distributional
function of the progressive income tax was taken over by an elaborated
system of publit  transfers and the tax system has generally developed in the
direction of “invisibility” and ever closer to the sources of income genera-
tion. The enlarged tax system has been  found to have strong effects on
stability and growth, which more and more have to be taken into considera-
tion. Wars, crises and inflation have caused clearly discernible displace-
ment effects on the growth potential of the tax system.

VI. Matro-economic planning
As was pointed out at the beginning of this paper the expansion of the
publit  sector  is a rather wide phenomenon embracing  more than can be
expressed by monetary values. Our decision  to treat the causes of the
evolution of matro-economic planning may be viewed as an attempt to
come to grips with the more elusive aspects  of publit  sector  growth. It is
difhcult to give a clear-tut definition of matro-economic planning. In the
investigation by Kurt Wickman, “Matro-economic  planning-causes and
development” (see note 2. p. 12) it was decided to deiine it as “decisions
and actions  by the government referring to middle-term or long-term
economic policy aiming to reproduce and expand the economic system
under conditions of stability”. The role of planning is to identify, describe
and counteract the disturbances threatening the stability and the (opti-
mum) growth of the system. The planning process determines certain goals
for the economy, generates forecasts and suggests economic policy instru-
ments adequate to fulfil1 the stated goals. But sinte  the matro-economic
planning process in mixed economies is indicative rather than imperative it
does not for the most part direct  and control the economic system. It rather
relies on the exchange ofinformation, usually out of the reach of individual
economic agents (enterprises), on the probable trajectory of the economic
system and its main components  (growth rate, labour forte, investments,
consumption, foreign trade, publit  sector  etc.) and on the probable future
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orientation of economic policy. In the ideal case the outcome is a set of
expectations which are more realistic  and less heterogenous than those
generated in the absente  of planning. Institutionally matro-economic plan-
ning presupposes,  at least,  the existence  of a specific planning department
authorized by the government regularly presenting forecasts or plans on
essential economic variables and possessing institutionalized channels  of
information to the economic agents.

When reviewing the evolution of economic planning in Sweden (and
some other countries, mainly France  and the Netherlands) Wickman tinds
that the process got started  in the 1930’s and that it was triggered off by the
economic crisis and depression of that decade.  This traumatic  experience
gave rise in all Western countries and particularly  in those countries, like
Sweden, where the labour movement, and hence the quest for security, was
strong, to a widespread wish to prevent its repetition. The lirst  move
consisted in developing forecasts of the probable future development of the
economy and constructing relevant economic policy instruments. Studies on
economic trends were started  and a “Konjunkturinstitut” was founded in
1937. A new (and Keynesian) approach to budget policy was hammered  out,
long-term forecasts of publit  income and expenditure were made and the
planning process of publit  works was streamlined. (During  the crisis and
depression of 1931/33  20 government sponsored publit  works were decided
on in the spring of 1933 but of these only 12 had been started  in June 1934
and the last live were started  as late as in June 1934, i.e. when the economic
activity of the private sector was already strongly reviving). As mentioned
above tax policy was changed in 1938 favouring profits and investments and
at the end of the 30’s also the struttural  transformation of the economy was
investigated with reference to technological development and rationaliza-
tion of specific industrial branthes.  Of great importante  for the future was
the decision  in 1939 to introduce tax-free investment funds to be activated
in periods of recession.

World War II induced a vast extension of the economic planning of the
state because of the shutting off of foreign supplies, the starcity  of manpow-
er and goods, the inflationary pressure, the necessity to reallocate  resources
quickly and the increased demands  on the state budget. The state extended
its control to all spheres of the economy: foreign trade, consumption,
investments, construction, prices,  wages etc. The planning process changed
strongly in the direction  of imperative planning. The regulation of construc-
tion implied in effect that investment activity as a whole was centrally
planned.  Of special importante  were three things. In the first place the
regulation of the economy made it necessary to establish a network of
organizations combining  the efforts of the state and those of private enter-
prises, whereby institutionalized cooperation  between government and
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business was established.  Setondly,  it was found that full employment of
resources was a possibility and this experience decisively influenced eco-
nomic policy after the war. Thirdly,  sinte  economic planning after all did
not result in economic chaos  but seemed to work reasonably well (although
at the price of considerable and generally disliked red-tape), a special
planning tommission  (the so-talled Myrdal-tommission) at the end of the
war elaborated a whole series of plans especially  for investments, exports
and employment and the labour movement in 1944 presented a general
program for full employment, redistribution and increased control of the
economy (“Arbetarrörelsens efterkrigsprogram”). It was explicitly stated
that the economy should be controlled  for the benelit of increased welfare
and the decisive importante  of investment activity and its control was
pointed out.

However, rapid economic growth after the war made a detailed regula-
tion of the economy uncalled-for. The planning process therefore developed
mainly along indicative  lines, i.e. as forecasts and as efforts to increase
information between government and business. To begin with also the
institutional set-up was rather loose mainly  consisting of ad-hot commit-
tees. To some extent specific  institutions were superfluous because of the
increasing habit of informal  exchange  of information between government
departments and business organizations. Furthermore business employers,
trade-unions, tonsumers’ organizations etc. became represented in parlia-
mentary committees and government institutions. However in 1962 a Plan-
ning Board was founded in the Treasury with a Council for Economic
Planning consisting of representatives of employers, employees, government
institutions and economic experts. And sinte  1948, 5-years forecasts of
increasing scope have  been made with specific  reference to foreign transac-
tions, price stability, full employment and a high rate of growth.

In order to increase the flow of information inquiries of increasing
coverage have  been made sinte  the early 50’s and in regard to industry
these have  been carried through by the Industrial Research Institute in
collaboration  with the organizations of different branthes  of industry.
Through these inquiries the Planning Board is informed about the forecasts
and plans made mainly by big enterprises and the inquiries have  been
supplemented by hearings. With a view of achieving full employment and a
high rate of growth the two dominant parameters of Swedish macro-
economic planning have  been the labour market and business investments
w i t h  particular  emphasis  on the first-mentioned  factor.  The Board of
Labour (“Arbetsmarknadsverket”) has developed into the main lever of
long-run economic policy and is handling an ever-increasing program for
allocating,  training and storing labour-power  according to the combined
needs of the economy and the individuals concerned. Investment planning
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has been concerned with stabilizing the rate of investment. Before the
recession of 1957/59  investment policy mainly tried to moderate the rapidly
increasing investment activity and after the recession it was mainly directed
at expanding investments. During  the first period a system of investment
charges were applied and this policy had some success.  During  the later
period, when the competitive position of Swedish industry deteriorated on
the world market and the enterprises became more and more dependent
upon external investment furids,  investment planning was changed to a
policy of expansion. Now the system of investment funds founded in 1939
and the state-owned Investment Bank established in 1967 became impor-
tant policy instruments. The funds have  been activated during every reces-
sion sinte  1957159 and several investigations have  indicated that the utiliza-
tion of the funds have  had a positive effect on investment activity. Thereby
it has been possible for the government to achieve a more balanced econom-
ic growth, to encourage  specific  industries or to support stagnating regions.
Sinte  1968 this instrument has been  supplemented by additional tax deduc-
tions for investments in machinery  and also for construction. As a whole the
growth crisis of the 1970’s has signified a further extension of investment
planning.

In trying to account for this continuous extension of economic planning
Wickman starts with an investigation of the relevant struttural  changes  of
the economy. He linds that matro-economic planning on the state leve1 does
not suddenly drop from above but is conditioned by a gradual evolution of
economic planning in the business sector. Even before the 1930’s big
enterprises started  to plan sales, purchases, production  and investments.
This process gained strength during the 1930’s and particularly  after
W o r l d  War  II. The conditions  were the growing toncentration  of the
business units, the enlargement of the investment scale  and the accelerated
rate of technological change.

Thereby the self-adjusting fortes  of the economy mouldered, the price
system became more and more limited as a carrier of relevant information
and the risk factor  associated with the investment process increased (the
principle of increasing risk). The rise of big business as a dominant factor
on the one hand made it possible for individual business units to influence
their environment. On the other hand this very process also made it
necessary to increase the flow ofinformation, to foresee, anticipate and to
plan. But even if big business developed planning functions  these were
limited.  Sooner or later the flow of information became too large to be
efficiently handled by the planning departments of individual enterprises.
Hence  also the big enterprises felt a growing need of over-all planning to
reduce risks. Of particular  importante  is the principle of increasing risk
which gives rise to a conservative  behaviour as to large investments with
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uncertain future returns. The result is a sub-optimal investment behaviour
which seems to be contirmed by various empirital  investigations. But sinte
investment growth determines economic growth the growth rate of the
whole economy, too, tends to be sub-optimal.

Now a high and sustained rate of investment is a necessary condition  for
high and full employment. This goal has top priority for the labour move-
ment, which has increased in importante  as a consequence of the growth
and struttural  transformation of the modern economy. The growing politi-
ca1 mobilization of the wage-earners during the course  of the 20th century
resulted in Sweden in the taking over of state power in 1932 by the Social
Democratic Party. This was done in the midst of the great depression with
ensuing mass unemployment, which strengthened the views on the funda-
mental instability of capitalism.  The conditions  of existence  of the large and
growing wage-earners’ strata explain why ideas about equity and security
were gaining prominente  in economic policy. Matro-economic planning
aiming at coordinating economic decisions  in order to achieve stability,
growth and full employment, hence,  was conditioned also by the transfor-
mation of the social structure and the concomitant politital  mobilization.

Because of this business and labour to a certain  extent had tommon
interests in developing matro-economic planning and the outcome was a
delicate  balancing  of the needs and interests of these two power blots.
Matro-economic planning has made it possible for business to reduce the
risk factor,  partly by means of an increased flow ofinformation and partly
by means of government support of investment. But precisely because of
this the stability of the economy was increased, the long-run growth rate
sustained and full employment more easily achieved and this has corre-
sponded to the social and politital  goals of labour.

But this would not have  been possible without the concomitant growth of
the publit  sector  channelling an increasing share of resources into the hands
of government. There is a certain  critical size and tomposition  of the publit
sector,  below which effective planning is impossible and the larger the share
of the publit  sector  the more extensive are the possibilities to influence
decision-making in the business sector.  The combined  effects of these causes
tend to accelerate during  periods of economic crises and war.

The rise and growth of matro-economic planning are thus conditioned by
four sets of social fortes:  1) The growth of big enterprise and the growth of
planning on the enterprise leve1 in order to reduce risk and uncertainty, 2)
the growth and politital  mobilization of the wage-earners’ strata and their
quest for full employment, stability and a planned social development, 3)
the growth of the publit  sector  and the increasing “amount”  of economic
policy and 4) wars and economic crises which mainly speed up the rate of
change of matro-economic planning.
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Wickman concludes his investigation by summarizing:

In the final analysis the growth of matro-economic planning is caused  by the
development of the market economy, which gives rise to new economic and social
structures and a new set of problems the solutions of which tend to reduce the
operation of market mechanisms. To this extent the growth of matro-economic
planning reflects a more general phenomenon during the 20th century: politics has
step by step replaced markets as an instrument for guiding the development of the
economy.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The aim of the project has been  to investigate the general causes of the
rapid growth of the publit  sector during  the 20th century in Sweden with
some reference also to the international pattern.  Of course Sweden is a
small and to a certain  extent an exceptional country. But it may also be held
that Sweden is but an advanced case of a more general phenomenon. Due to
a very high rate of economic growth, a marked toncentration  of production,
large wage-earners’ strata, a very strong labour movement, a developed
ideology of equality, a democratic state with extensive popular participation
etc. publit  sector growth may be expected to appear in a rather “pure”
form.

Four dominant aspects  of publit  sector growth have  been studied: state
enterprises, publit  expenditure, publit  income and publit  planning. In
these studies each  author  has used his specific  approach with a varying
emphasis on abstraction,  empirital  backirigg  and historital  narrative. Two
tommon  features are, however, a “holistic” approach and explanations
primarily referring to the struttural-economic level.  To a surprisingly large
extent they also reveal some dominant patterns  of publit  sector growth.

In the first place  it seems as if publit  sector growth during the 20th
century has proceeded in three stages: 1) a period from 1900 to 1930 when
the new phenomenon appeared and the foundations of the future institu-
tional structure were laid: some nationalization of private enterprise, some
degree of social insurance and social welfare measures and the introduction
of progressive taxation, 2) a period from 1930 to 1950/60, when the labour
party achieved politital  hegemony, the liberals accepted  the mixed econo-
my and the depression of the 1930’s and World War II quickened the
process of publit  sector growth, and 3) a period after 1950/60  when exten-
sive nationalization of private enterprise and a full-fledged social security
system financed by a rapidly increasing tax-base signified a sustained
acceleration of publit  sector growth; during this period the welfare state was
also accepted  by all non-labour politital  parties.
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Setondly  distinctive  displacement  effects in publit  sector growth are
perceivable during periods of wars and economic crises (the two World
Wars, the depression of the 1930’s and the 1970’s). These effects should not
be regarded as causes properly speaking. Rather they represent temporary
accelerations of the long-run growth rate and a specific  pattern  of behaviour
of the publit  sector provoked  by politital  and economic shocks.  They  affect
the propensity to nationalize private enterprise and the growth potential of
the tax system more than the leve1 of publit  expenditure and income. To the
extent that the share  of publit  expenditure in GNP increases due to displace-
ment effects this effect is a consequence of a decreasing GNP rather than of
an increasing leve1 of publit  expenditure.

Thirdly-and most important-it has been possible to situate the funda-
mental causes of publit  sector growth ultimately in the growth, the structur-
al changes and the behavioural rules of a capitalist economy and their
effects on social structure. These changes of the economic structure are the
necessary conditions  of modern publit  sector growth. The sufftcient condi-
tions or the eflicient  causes, which presuppose human actions  and politital
decisions,  are found in the social and politital  mobilization of first and
foremost the growing wage-earners’ strata “produced”  by modern capita-
list growth. To this extent economic growth and politital  mobilization
(reflected in or conditioned by the two fundamental behavioural rules of
modern capitalist society, profit maximization and welfare maximization
respectively) may be regarded as the two pillars  upon which the modern
publit  sector is erected.

The industrialization and the concomitant rise to dominante  of the
capital-labour relationship in modern society had far-reaching effects. In
the lirst place  it made possible a high rate of economic growth, which
generated ever-increasing levels of real income and thereby a taxable
surplus while at the same time allowing a sustained increase of private
consumption. The increasing levels of income also affected the structure of
revealed needs and of preferences and it became possible to satisfy needs of
health, education and social security. Some of these needs were of a new
kind caused by the new economic and social structure or accompanying
capitalist growth: publit  employment during periods of economic depres-
sion; publit  care of children and aged  in a population up-rooted from self-
sufftciency and self-help and transferred to growing urban-industrial cen-
tres, where also other social problems arose. At the start both education and
care of the aged  were often handled by households and lotal  enterprises.
This changed when economic growth caused a continuously increasing
division of labour between enterprises, industries and regions as well as a
labour market with an increasing mobility of labour. In those new circum-
stances the possibilities of private solutions to social problems diminished.
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These tasks were therefore transferred to publit  bodies. Publit  solutions
were preferred also because of a widespread wish to help those in most need
of assistance (“merit-consumption”) or because of economies of scale (pub-
lic social security systems).

But not only individual but also struttural  “needs” were affected. The
process of industrialization talled  forth an extensive material infrastructure
of railways, roads, harbours, streets, electricity- and water-works etc. and
for a variety of reasons-their character of natural monopolies, a large
investment scale, a low rate of returns; because they were pure publit  goods
with non-rival or non-excludable consumption or because private solutions
would have  occasioned too high transaction costs-the construction of this
infrastructure and, more often, its management tended to be handled by
publit  bodies and financed by publit  taxation. Hence  capitalist economic
growth extended the number of publit  or semi-publit goods .because  of
market failures of different kinds, e.g. externalities.

The process of capitalist growth also set in motion strong tendencies of
toncentration  of production  and capita1 in larger business units and in some
regions (“growth poles”),  while small enterprise, e.g. in agriculture, suf-
fered and some regions stagnated. The scale of investment grew, markets
tended to erode, and the industrial structure became more vulnerable to
disturbances. The growing investment scale sometimes exceeded the power
of private financing,  increased the investment risk and made future returns
uncertain. The increasing importante  of technological growth enhanced  the
need for an educated labour power, which could not be tied to a specitic
business enterprise. The existence  of large business units made other enter-
prises and their employees and sometimes whole regions dependent upon
the success  or failure of a single enterprise. All these factors  tended to create
market failures of increasing scope and hence to induce the intervention of
publit  powers, sinte  the social and politital  aspirations of people also
changed.

The most important consequence of capitalist growth was indeed the
creation  of increasing wage-earners’ strata dependent upon the vagaries of
private business and with quite new conditions  of existence  compared  to
what existed in pre-industrial society. Sinte  they were shut out from access
to the means of production  and dependent upon the sale of their labour
power they experienced a new need for social security. This could only be
achieved by means of organization and politital  mobilization and by getting
access to politital,  i.e. state power, thereby compensating for their lack of
economic power. Their new social existence,  characterized by an amassing
of large populations in industries and cities, fostered also a new kind of
mutual solidarity and a propensity to search for tommon  or collective
solutions to their problems. Social securi~ and equality  became their slogans
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and this was perhaps the most important factor  in ushering in the welfare
state. It is a remarkable fatt  that the introduction  of social policy in
Western Europe as a whole and also in Sweden at the end of the 19th
century is closely connected with the so-talled “workers’ question”. The
Social Democratic Party in Sweden pressed for progressive taxation, exten-
sive social security measures and full employment and sinte  social reform is
an irreversible process the ambitions all the time increased. This is clearly
perceivable in all areas of social reform, e.g. in full-employment policy,
health care,  social care  and education (preventive health-care, care of the
handicapped,  adult education etc.). And the goals have  been possible to
realize due to the increasing leve1 of real income and the growing politital
strength of the labour movement. It is to be noted that this has influenced
also the liberal and conservative  politital  parties.  The first steps towards the
welfare state in the beginning of the century were often taken by liberals,
partly because they competed with the Social Democrats  on the politital
market. During  the 1930’s the liberals accepted  “social liberalism” and
the mixed economy and with the transformation of the main part of their
voters to White-collar  workers all non-labour parties  have  had to accept a
large and even growing publit  sector.

This does not exclude  the operation of very many important specific
factors,  e.g. the influence of historital  traditions as to the relationship
between the private and the publit  sphere, the degree of social consensus or
of religious or cultural  homogeneity in the population, the rise of adminis-
trators or professionals defining social needs or furthering their own inter-
ests or more or less exogenous factors  like the post-war inflation which has
favoured publit  income growth. When comparing  the role of the publit
sector  in e.g. Sweden and the USA the differentes  obviously to a large
extent are conditioned by cultural  differentes.  Competition between politi-
ca1 parties,  the budget process and the relative independence of ambitious
administrative structures may also be of importante  for the expansion. All
such factors  have  to be taken into account in any full-fledged explanation of
publit  sector  growth. A new and interesting phenomenon is the alliance
between polititians  and publit  administrators that has appeared in Sweden
during the last two decades.  The people employed in the publit  sector  now
constitutes the dominating “elass”  of the population with vested interests in
publit  sector  growth. Most polititians  are also employed, often in leading
positions, in the publit  sector.  This makes for a powerful blot that probably
is of great importante  for inducing future growth or, at least, for blocking
attempts at large tutbacks  of the publit  sector.


